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About This Game

Otter Bash!!! The Otters have escaped their habitat and are now wreaking havoc for world dominance. Battle your friends with
the cute and adorable little critters. Destroy your opponents with unique weapons; dousing each other with Tar Balloons, smack

them with the nifty Taco Boomerang, shove them into your "Portable Oven" and see them roast!!!

Features

Play with bots or with up to 4 friends in local versus multiplayer.

Choose one of 7 mischievous Otters and create otter chaos.

Equip up to 8 unique weapons, including Taco boomerangs, Otter roasting ovens and good ol’ fashioned shotguns.

Brawl in 7 different locations.

Controller and Keyboard support. Play with two people on a keyboard, 4 on controller or any mix of the two.

With continuous new content filled updates.

***No Otters were hurt in this production***
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Just a plain awful game.. The AI feels like a huge improvement over Axis Football 2015. In '15 I could get a sack every other
play (I play on All-Star difficulty). In '16 I got 1 sack and actually lost the game. AI improvement alone makes this game far
superior.. TL;DR: A short but okay hack 'n slash adventure with minor puzzle elements.

While a spawn of a genre pretty much defined by Legend of Zelda games (specifically NES and Gameboy versions), Shipwreck
left me with a feeling of barely positive "meh". Let's get down to details.

In the beginning of the story there is a shipwreck that leaves everyone else but the protagonist dead or missing. It is a stormy
night. You find yourself stranded on a beach and as the luck would have it, there's also a sword on the shore near you. You can
swing it at a wide angle to attack monsters or bushes. Curiously but traditionally, both are filled with money and apples.

Moving, sword swinging and other item use is easy enough, even familiar if you have played other similar titles like the
aforementioned top-down Zelda games. You've got only two slots for items, presumably because you have two hands and the
interface has space for pretty much only two items at the time because of the art style. Considering that particularly in some
boss fights, albeit also in some dungeons, you need to juggle three or four items in short succession, the limit of two items is
rather inconvenient.

Continuing the story, after wandering around the beach for several uneventful screens you finally find yourself in a cave, a
dungeon. The dungeons are by far the best part of the game: there are monsters, traps, locked doors and even some nice puzzles.
If you are a completionist, you generally need to solve the puzzles to acquire all big hearts that increase your maximum health.

In later dungeons, the puzzles become mandatory, and this effectively makes those dungeons the best (especially the sand
dungeon and the lighthouse). You can be stuck for a short while when pondering where to go, only to notice that you can fall to
an unvisited room by jumping down a hole on a higher floor. Rooms could be dark requiring you to carry a lantern (in my
concern the only valid reason for having mere two slots for items) to see around and some walls or boulders can be smashed
broken with a pickaxe. Bow is used regrettably little being useful only in one or two boss fights.

Speaking of which, every dungeon has a boss fight of varying difficulty. Some are ridiculously easy, like the first crab boss
(admittedly the first one should be easy) and the worm boss that just goes in circles and you can beat him without much
resistance. Others are way more difficult and require you to study their attack and defense patterns closely. I especially liked the
rock and slime bosses, the rock guy actually managing to kill me twice.

Monsters are only found in the dungeons. There are only few different ones and all of them die by swinging them twice - exactly
twice. Sure, the slimeblobs split into smaller slimeblobs, but every slimeblob dies with two strikes regardless of their size. Same
is true of every snake, ghost, spider and bat you see. Consistency might be the key but it's peculiar with monster healths.
Monsters being rather boring it's a good thing that they actually stay dead after killing them, even if you leave the dungeon.

The cool twist of Shipwreck is that you can only heal (in addition to staying at the inn) by eating apples (and the occasional
bread) that are found lying around in bushes and carried by monsters. Before the boss fights it is a good idea to stockpile food
for additional health. Unfortunately, as money is found basically everywhere and there is a shop for food, this renders health a
trivial matter later on.

I spent a long time exploring the small world after the first dungeon. The storm was still going on, but the world was empty of
any other activity: no enemies, no people, basically nothing happening anywhere. When the storm finally ended, the town sprang
to life (of motionless villagers but at least they talk to you) but there was still nothing going on in the wilderness. The wilderness
is really an untapped opportunity for exploration and monster whacking for the developers. Just a couple of farm houses and a
cemetery (where nothing exciting happens, as realistic as that is) doesn't really cut it.

In Link's Awakening you wanted to escape the island, and Shipwreck snatches basically the same storyline in that respect.
There's a big bad boss that stands in your way but has hidden in the most inaccessible place possible: lighthouse is locked by
four magical seals for some nefarious reason. In the case of Shipwreck though, let's just say that I was refreshingly disappointed
that sometimes the bad guy is just the bad guy. With no special twist of any kind, I was nevertheless mostly disappointed, even
though the boss was rather difficult and for once I almost ran out of food.
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Lasting only 4 hours (even 2 hours for the faster players), I can tell that it's worth its cheap price. To me it was not a very special
experience, but it was not all bad either, so I would score it as something between mediocre and decent. It might help with your
Zelda itch but afterwards you'd need to fire up your old console anyway.. I'll be on the Yes & No evaluation on this one, but more
on the No side...
The atmosphere is awesome, both graphics and sounds match perfectly with the gloomy mood of the game, and it's really fun to
roam from ship to ship, exploring strange and dreadful places where you never really know what will fall upon you. At first.
Because there is some replayability, but the patterns and contents are quickly known, even if there is randomness in the different
aspects.
Too bad the devs abandonned their game! It can be really great, but in its actual state, it doesn't worth playing more than a few
hours. The difficulty is quite hard (even if we can deal with that), it's true that sometimes you start a mission that is impossible to
finish due to level randomness, and some bugs remains. It leaves a bad taste of unfinished, and that's a shame because it can go so
much further!
I tried several times to asks the devs if there was any plans for the future - as they said there would - but never had answers.
Even for a such basic feature as the custom keybindings, they apparently don't mind to do something! Users of azerty keyboards,
be warned! You can't change the controls, and it's really a pain. That's maybe the main reason why i don't play this game
anymore. I know they are a small team, but still...
So i'm sorry, but i can't recommand this game until devs consider finishing it.. 5\/5 im tiger. I have been quite involved in
this game so take my review with a grain of salt.

We have been playing this game in big international couch co-op parties and every time it has been a blast! There is enough
content for multiple parties too. And when the story of about 50 levels gets completed, there is steam speedrun leaderboards
and the co-op to mess with.

While the game might not be perfect in every way, I'm gonna give it a thumbs up for the good times!. I don't know what this
scro Rembrant is talking about. I felt like friggin superman flying through the grand canyon scoping nuggets to turn into
diamonds. I actually stood up and got out of my chair as the Vive was intended to be used. I give this game 5 out of 5 danks
for price and the fact that i get a workout while playing it. Warning... If you are anemic or out of shape this may not be the
game for you. If you want to get RIPPPED like a SCRO then DO IT! JUST DO IT! BUY THIS GAME! How could a game
that cost less than a Starbucks be the wrong move?. Love the game so far, I've played for a few hours and its been
awesome.The sprites are fantastic, I love the look of the character portraits and everything. Definitely makes me think of an
old school pixel game which I love very much. The popularity meter really works well too as it becomes apparent the more
popular you become and the weather is awesome seeing all the different changes it makes and that it actually works as well!
I 100% recommend this game! It's been awesome so far and I plan to continue playing it and becoming and even better Latte
master. :D. Played this during early access, and now with full release it just keeps getting better.
5 stars out of 5 :D
. It's easily the most fun i've had in a VR multiplayer game. The only downside is, that the playerbase is basically zero so
finding a random opponent will most likely not happen.
Just gather your friends and enjoy well-refined multiplayer.

This game receives my seal of approval and recommendations.
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Very nice riichi implementation! Awesome that is has multiplayer and optional rule sets.. this game is just really chill and fun
would definately reccomend. If you want this pm me i bought 2 but my friend bought one already :P

very cool dlc with fun mini-=campaing. This is a copy of my review for the original game. Most of my time is going into that
one. For now.

There are few things new buyers should be aware of:

1. This game is not in any shape or form similar to Transport Tycoon. You won't be optimizing routes, building long-lasting
production chains, planning complex routes for dozens upon dozens vehicles, etc, etc. Instead you will be managing up to 15
not-so-smart trucks making sure they can fulfill demands of each and every town you find. Which can get a bit hectic.

2. This game is for patient people. You probably won't experience the real difficulty it can throw at you for a while (and by
that I mean many hours of preparation and unlocking every tool the game can offer you)

3. Many reviews mention "having to overcome UI", well, it got much better. And it keeps improving. In all honesty, being late to
the party, I haven't had much trouble with figuring it out.

4. This is not an achievement spam game. Each and any of the achievements require work. Sure, some are extremely easy, but
some others are very hard.
As for the game itself, it's the most addicting purchase I made in years. After playing for few hours I just bought everything
that was available at the moment, because I knew I'll play it eventually. It might not be for everyone, probably far from it,
but it's a great game if you can see its charm.. Very relaxing and fun to see how the different trees develop during the
seasons.. Repetitive, boring, incoherent game with lots of design flaws. Best Splinter Cell since Chaos Theory. It took a little
bit for me to get used to the new voice actor for Fisher, but he's fantastic. Unfortunately, the game crashes every ~30
minutes or so, which ruins the immersion so much and it's annoying as hell. Also, side missions don't save progress before
you finish them, so you really have to rush if you want to have any chance of completing them before a crash ruins your
progress. Obviously I tried solutions found online (that didn't work). It's important to know this crash problem is very, very
common in this game. Just take a look at other reviews and you'll see I'm not the only one.

I also can't get the game to go online or connect properly to uplay, from which I bought some silly rewards with coins or
whatever that just won't unlock in-game. I also can't play coop. After 5 hours of going back and forth with Ubi support,
they started proposing absurd solutions on my end to a problem that's clearly on their end. Shame on you, Ubisoft. Pick up
after your mess.. Great addition for female character.
And the 2 unlockables weapons are nice !

Everthing is already cleary told in the review of \u2741White Demon\u2741

But one thing, you will probably get harassed really fast by the voice of Sayo during fight. So I strongly recommend to
unlock Akemy face or Madara character.

And playing Dona Dona or Sayo doesn't add any special interaction in the game

Not the best DLC to get, but if you love this game, just get it ;)
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